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Water contamination by pesticides : 
the two functions of buffer zones

Drift interception

Runoff interception

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buffers zones (BZ) have a major interest in the context of modern agriculture and environment protection: among other benefits, they can limit the transfer of pesticides to water bodies through two important pathways: runoff and drift.
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What is a buffer zone 
for drift control ?

• Any untreated area keeping the treated area 
remote from the surface water

• Relatively “simple “: location, sizing …
• For surface water protection only
• A regulatory frame (authorization – non treated zone)

• A limit : drift disposal on impervious surface (roads, …)
= possibility of runoff transfer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For drift, a BZ is an untreated area located between the treated zone and the water surface, regardless of its occupation and topography. Well framed by the rgulation.

Just a complementary remark: disposal of drift on impervious surfaces may indirectly lead to runoff transfer
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What is a buffer zone 
for runoff control ?

• Non treated, grassed or wooded perennial 
zone, between cultivated fields, in 
convenient position to intercept runoff, 
anywhere in a watershed

– Firstly, for surface water protection,

– but also groundwater (sinkholes)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s an untreated area also, of course, but not only: it has to be located in a convenient position to intercept runoff and may be situated anywhere in the watershed where runoff appears, not only along streams
An other difference with drift control, is the potential interest of these buffer to protect also direct contamination of groundwater in some cases : in karstic areas as shown on the picture where you can see a  sinkhole connected to an aquifer
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Some sorts of buffers

« classical » grass strip
Meadow in a dell

Wild land (after wood clearing)

Poplar planting Riparian forest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some example are presented on this slide, according to vegetation types and land use
My speech will now focus on buffers for runoff control
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Efficacy of buffer zones 
for pesticide control in runoff

• International review:
– Ca. 0 to 100 % !

• French experiments (natural rain conditions) 
– Often >  90 %
– Nearly always > 50 %
– Infiltration is the main process of this control 
(> sedimentation and surface adsorption)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In term of efficacy, the variability of these measures is maximal and buffer may sometimes appear totally effective or totally ineffective
If you eliminate quite a lot of very worse cases, its better : in France, experiments under natural rain conditions show an efficacy often more than 90 % and nearly allways more than 50 %

A very important point is that the efficacy is strongly dependent on a high infiltration rate. This factor is the most significant, beyond sedimentation and adsorption on buffer surface. However, sedimentation and adsorption may play also a significant role on broad buffers (like meadows), mostly for highly adsorbed molecules, but that is stil not very well known.
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Consequently: 
2 weak points and  1 interrogation

• Weak points : the limits of infiltration
– Infiltration rate
– Runoff concentration

• Interrogation
– Fate of infiltrated substances?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This last statement has important consequences : the efficacy of a buffer may be limited by its permeability and by the concentration of runoff in the watershed. Then, arises the question of the fate of infiltrated substances. We shall quickly say some words about these points before tackling practical questions of buffer management
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Infiltration limits of a buffer

Hydromorphy / waterlogging

Soil compaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the soil of the buffer zone is saturated or simply very humid, or when it is compacted by animals or, above all, by machinery, the infiltration rate is strongly reduced. The efficacy of the buffer zone is restricted accordingly.
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Runoff concentration

(Photo AREAS)

Runoff concentration

( natural

or man made ) …

… limits buffer capacity for interception:
- by overpassing of infiltration capacity
- by submersion

An extreme case : ditches and tile 
drainage

(CORPEN 1997)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Runoff stays rarely diffuse a long way in a watershed: it concentrates generally rather quickly under influence of topography and human action, like open furrow or ditches – which are an extreme case.
All these by-passes limit runoff infiltration capacity of the buffer and, then, its efficacy.
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Vegetated 
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Slope 25 %

2800 m2

Morcille river

Fate of infiltrated pesticides in a buffer 
A field lysimeter study in Beaujolais Vineyard 
50 cm deep, very permeable sandy soil, high runoff rate 
and high concentration rate : a worse case!

42 to 66 %
 

of applied pesticides stay located in surface soil,
depending on adsorption capacity (Koc)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concerning the fate of infiltrated substances, experimental results are very rare. Cemagref performed an experiment in vineyard, associating lysimetric sampling and simulated runoff in quite worse conditions: very pervious soil, high concentration level (more than 1/100) and intense runoff. 
About a little less than one half to two third of applied substances didn’t migrate, even after 2 washing with clean water (2 and 22 days after applying of contaminated water), in relation with the adsorption capacity of the tested molecules.
Long-term accumulation in soil is not to be feared since the elimination of stable old pesticides. 

According to the worse case situation and the quite satisfying results of the experiment, we can guess that the main limit of buffer efficacy is it’s permeability and not the fate of infiltrated pesticides.
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Practical questions concerning 
runoff interception

• Location
• Sizing
• Vegetation
• Complementary facilities
• Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After these necessary introductory points, practical questions concerning the implementation of buffer zones at watershed scale can be discussed.
Five questions encompass correctly this topic. The strategic ones are the two first, location in the watershed and sizing of the buffers. We’ll focus on these two aspects and say also some words about vegetation, since it’s important from an economic point of view.
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More detailed in a  recent CORPEN review 
about buffer zones:
“Environmental functions of buffer zones – 
1st edition: scientific and technical basis of 
their water protection functions”

Presentation booklet
(20 p.)

Book
Main text (75 p.)
Annexes (100 p.)

A translation in English is planned

http://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/-Les-productions-du-Corpen

Runoff: N, P and pesticides
Drift control
Riparian protection of aquatic life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More details concerning buffer functioning and management may be found in a recent book (available on line), published jointly by French Ministries of Agriculture and Environment.
It deals with water protection, generally speaking, including suspended solids, nitrogen, phosphorus and pesticide control in runoff and also drift control and protection of aquatic life in a more comprehensive approach.
Terrestrial biodiversity aspects should be added later.
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Possible locations

❶
 

strip in the field

❷
 

strip on field edge

❸
 

field corner

❹
 

grassed waterway

❺
 

meadow (or wood) across a 
talweg

❻
 

strip along a water course 
(or lake)

And also along roads, pathes, around swallets …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A correct location of buffer zones is the most important point to take into account to achieve a sufficient efficacy.
They have to be located in a pertinent place to intercept runoff: along water courses (riparian buffers), and also on slopes: in the fields or at their edge, in a corner (since runoff often concentrates in the low end of fields), or in talwegs (meadows or woods, grassed waterways used for erosion control …) and also, along roads and paths, around sink holes in karstic areas. 
The most known and admitted location correspond to riparian buffers: actually, this location is not the best for pesticide control in runoff,as we can see now, just after some view of non-riparian buffers.
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Some non-riparian buffers

Edge of field Meadow across a talweg

Hedges

Between field and road In a downslope corner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of these non riparian buffers
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Riparian vs. Slope buffers
Riparian buffer are potentially
less efficient:

- Often more humid
- More flow concentration
- Proximity subsurface transfer

However, Riparian buffers are of prior interest:
Drift control
Proximate protection
Sociological acceptation (and policies)

1°) Verify presence and efficacy of riparian buffer
2°) complete them by slope buffers, if necessary

Necessity for a local diagnosis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again, I insist on this point: riparian location is not the most pertinent location for pesticide control in runoff. This, for three technical reasons: 1 soil along water courses is often (but not always) more humid and more frequently saturated than on slopes; 2 the level of runoff concentration is maximal there and 3 the subsurface transfer is shorter, as shown on these two schemes.
Even so, riparian location is imperative and with priority: since it is, of course, the only possible location for drift control; the sociological acceptance is generally much better; and it provides also a protection again proximate runoff.
The practical consequence of these contradictory positions is a pragmatic two-tier management rationale: verify … and complete …

All that lead to pinpoint the importance of a preliminary diagnosis in buffer zones planning.
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Sizing
∎USA

 
current proposal

(NRCS) - 2000
A standard width = 15 m

Similar … and both by guesswork: need for simple and robust models!
- integrating soil humidity influence, and not only surface processes
- based on scenarios, needing few and simple local parameters

∎France current proposal
(CORPEN) - 1997

Diffuse or 
slightly concentrated flow
Slope < 100 m width = 10 m
Slope > 100 m width = 20 m

Highly concentrated flow
A riparian buffer + buffer
« cascades » in talwegs
(meadows, woods, … : usual sizes)

+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see here the sizing rules which have been proposed in France 12 years ago: 10 m width down a short field, 20 m down a long one when runoff is diffuse or slightly concentratedand a association of riparian and talweg buffer for high concentration situation.
Later on, the USDA proposed a single value of 15 m, which is the same order of size.
These proposals are based on some experimental results, but it stays however very simplistic: a correct sizing should be adapted to local conditions.
To improve the sizing of buffers, the use of a model appears to be necessary. The is still no one currently available; Cemagref is working to develop a simple and robust model for engineering purpose, and is starting a collaboration with the University of Florida (Prof. Munoz Carpena, model VFSMOD), to adapt this model to pesticide transfer and influence of soil humidity.
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Vegetation

Any species (grass or wood) favoring a good infiltration in the 
buffer
No annual crops
A possibility : non (or very few) treated perennial productions:

- Woods: timber, energy, finewood …
- Miscanthus, bamboo …

Interest of association:
up = grass (sedimentation, erosion control)
down = wood (infiltration)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For pesticide control in runoff, the type of vegetation is not important in itself, as long as a good infiltration rate is maintained in the buffer zone.

Annual crops are not recommended, since:
	- difficulty to maintain a good infiltration rate during all the year
	- difficult to grow them without treatment

The association of a grassed buffer on the upper side with a wooded one on the down side is recommended, since grassed is more effective for sedimentation of suspended solids and more protective against gullying, and woods lead generally to an higher infiltration rate in soil than grass.
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An alternative to “dry” buffer zones: 
restored or constructed wetlands

To complete or replace buffer in humid places,
To intercept ditch or tiled drain flow

Still need for operationnal knowledge in Europe conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In humid places or to intercept ditches or tile drains, the classical grassed or wooded buffers will be poorly efficient. Restored and constructed wetlands have been used successfully in some places in the world, but the European experience is still limited to Scandinavia. Experiments starting in France will give more information concerning their efficacy and sizing in a few years, but it’s still to early to propose engineering rules to implement them.
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Consequence 
for buffer implementation in a watershed

Adaptation to local situations
or

Systematic application of a standard?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recommendations or regulations, when they exist, indicate an uniform width of buffers, and very generally concern only riparian ones. All what we have seen argue for a more sophisticated approach, taken in account local conditions. Each way has obviously advantages and disadvantages, as we shall examine now, before concluding with a compromise solution.
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Advantage and disadvantage of adaptation 
to local conditions

• Advantage
– Takes into account watershed characteristics 

and agricultural practices
a guarantee to optimize efficacy

• Disadvantage
– Cost and not immediate response (local 

diagnosis needed)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost of diagnosis could be reduced by experience and elaboration of regional scenarios
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Advantage and disadvantage 
of a standard application

• Advantage
– Obvious simplicity!

• Disadvantage
– Risk for poor efficacy in certain situations 

and/or during certain periods of the year
– Practically, restricted to riparian buffers
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A proposal to conclude

• Systematic and obligatory riparian buffers: 
drift and runoff control (total or partial)  

= standard width (i.e. 5 or 10 m)
• To complete, as necessary according to a local 

diagnosis with two possibilities:
– Widening of this riparian buffer
– Addition of slope buffers (down fields and 

concentration ways)
Urgent need for operational diagnosis tools
(work currently running in Cemagref, France)
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